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About This Content

With this pack you will receive a set of 5 emblematic Tales of weapons along with a full set of 8 costumes from previous Tales
of games!

This bundle includes:

 Leon's Sword

 Zelos' Sword

 Milla's Sword

 Yuri's Sword

 Luke's Sword

 Yuri from Tales of Vesperia's costume - Sorey

 Cheria from Taels of Graces f's costume - Alisha

 Leon from Tales of Destiny's costume - Mikleo
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 Mint from Tales of Phantasia's costume - Lailah

 Elise from Tales of Xillia's costume - Edna

 Milla from tales of Xillia 2's costume - Rose

 Luke from Tales of the Abyss' costume - Dezel

 Zelos from Tales of Symphonia - Zaveid
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Title: Tales of Zestiria - Pre-order items
Genre: RPG
Developer:
BANDAI NAMCO Studio Inc.
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Release Date: 19 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4Ghz / AMD Athlon 64 X2 5200+, 2.6GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800GT / ATI Radeon HD 4830 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: Gamepad support

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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This is a personal opnion also i got the version when early access came out i think so if your mad go hit your pillow

The game is bad in many aspects

- The models have no animations and are just one guy at all only change color
- Maps are dull and dont have that much inspiration at all
- You can get bored of it easily
- no dedicated servers only player servers called "rooms"
- maps are the most smallest ive seen ever
- sounds arent that good
- the annoying class spawn sound that have the SAME ACTOR EVERYTIME
- almost no more than 6 weapons
- not less than a few 5 to 15 maps i think

the only thing i can actually give a thumbs up in this is

+ a good logo
+ small variety of weapons so the game isnt that unbalanced like cod IW with its ♥♥♥♥♥torms of supply packs
+ 1,99 USD price

Thats all it looks like colonial marines but ♥♥♥♥♥ier

1.5/10

DO NOT BUY THIS EVER, BUY TOWER UNITE OR SOMETHING
. I want to see more!

Like others before me have said, I do not need the assets this purchase provides. I purchased this to provide my support for a
worthy and entertaining project. I seriously want to see more of this story.

The concept art book was interesting and (possibly) hints at some characters and equipment to come in Volume 2. Either that, or
they simply had more ideas and characters than screen time. In any event, I enjoyed the concept book.. This game has
tremendous potential! Stick with it, devs!. nice mini game. Quite challenging but simple arcade with 3 difficulty settings and
colorful graphics. The soundtrack is cool, but repeats alot.
There doesn't seem to be much variation in the levels, so it can become boring fast.

There are alot of coupons for Virtual Top, so it shouldn't be hard to get it cheaper for an easy 100% achievement completion.
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Swordbreaker The Game is a hilarious "choose your own adventure" style visual novel game in which you are presented
conundrum after conundrum ranging from simple tasks such as choosing the left, middle, or right hallway to venture down or
more tension-fraught decisions including whether to ask an apparition a question or smack it on its♥♥♥♥♥ Your choices range
from the practical (run up and kick a skeleton in the face before waiting for it to react...) to the more obscure, including trying
on a dress to evade a creepy librarian later in the game.

After one initial playthrough (and admittedly brief as death literally lingers around every corner...) I chose to view the "castle
map" to see an overview of the insane amount of branching storylines and scenes that are possible in the game. It helps that most
of the art is all sleekly designed, with a broad range of enemies and situations from a tense battle with a shark that will make you
wish you had a bigger boat to a suit of armor pleading for you to release it from the wall. The game's story doesn't take itself too
seriously but is surprising as well, with flat-out allusions to nuclear armaments being developed by the blacksmith of the castle,
aliens crashlanding elsewhere in the castle, etc...it's all a bit nonsense but it works. The story is absurd but intricate and had me
reading each panel despite some noticable translation errors to ENG.

Swordbreaker The Game's "death music" is both hilarious and frustrating to see as you choose the wrong option only to see your
character being eviscerated in the next panel. If you liked reading Choose Your Own Adventure books or know this style of
gameplay Swordbreaker's art, music, and writing are all entertaining and often result in ridiculous death panels of your character
being brutally mauled by some denizen of the castle whether on land, sea, or air.

A checkpoint system of some kind would have made the game a bit more appealing to rummage through with mulptiple
playthroughs (i.e. skipping through X amount of panels that you've seen every choice for..) instead of having to start from the
beginning each time. After having played through the game a handful of times (about 5) I did find myself clicking impatiently
to skip / make the right decisions on the earliest, most often-seen sections that I already knew all of the results or the "correct
choice" to. That aside, you are given 3 lives each main attempt at the story, so if you screw up and get your face eaten by a boar
for attacking it too soon in an area you have never been before, you can try again with a different approach and progress from
that point onward. Screw up 2 more times, however, and it's goodbye face and back to the entrance of the castle for you!

I picked up Swordbreaker The Game most for its art and comical violence after seeing a friend share screenshots of the main
character's face being lasered off by a dude made out of wood and I haven't been disappointed at all with the full product.
Though the trial and error gameplay here won't appeal to everyone, seeing how many branching panels / possible endings there
are has me excited to go through the game several more times, laughing as I hear the "death music" and see what ridiculous
reason there is for my choice being the incorrect one once again.. It's all about gravity and it's great! I'm not sure whether this
experience is for everybody, but with this simulation you can experience first hand what your teachers told you about gravity
and the universe in general. As a suggestion: start with only one controller (position the other outside you playfield) and
experience what you can do and what happens if a lot of mass gathers in a single point and then gyrate it around or pull the
trigger! And remember: you are in VR so you can walk around and look at your experiment from different angles!. Boring, you
cant controll the units, the flashgame is much more fun, and its free
. Before we start off, please do not get the idea where you are drawing cute girls, its just a VN. It is a great Yuri/Romance VN,
defintely enjoyed it, there is 3 endings, 3 girls (excluding you). You start out as a girl name Yume Akiyama that has a boring
every day life til something happens.... Press R on the keyboard and the enemies reset starting position. Press Alt and the game
hangs. Press arrow keys to control character. Press nothing to control camera, cause you can't. Feels like someone sold me this
game with debug settings ON.

No in-depth video settings, frame-rate is terrible.

It's a port. Still better port then Dark-Souls: Prepare To Lag Edition, but only in 2nd place....which is fkn terrible.

On the PC this is not a finished game. Should have been flat out illegal to sell.

Perhaps it works as it should on the console, considering you can't change controls and all the how-to-play and control schemes
are for a console controller.. UPDATE:
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Some gameplay and final thoughts are on the second video. The first video contains my first impressions and some footage of
the tutorial.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7eiU5mDqcg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=emZQpLzwRls. it's a fun little game.
It only has one arena level, one solid music track and a handful of enemies,
but it's tight, fast, has an addicting gameplay loop and looks aesthetically great.. very good game something i very enjoyed when
it first came out on the ps vita and i still enjoy this game when it came out on steam. This is an Awesome and well ballanced
game. Well designed with a lot of ship controls and customization. Great combat action and exploration.. I quickly got bored.
Don't spend your money on it, unless you like to hurt a dummy with bounce pads, arrows, guns, and bombs. First five minutes
were fun, the next 36 minutes, were like 3 hours. It's boring.
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